Round the World in 80 butterflies
Hello!

Our hero shows incredible places of our world.

Watch these butterflies around the world
¡Hello friends!

My name is SUPER M and I live in space. My 80 butterfly friends have invited me to travel around the world and discover all the good things that it has and the things that we could improve. Would you like to come? Would you help me answer any questions that may come up throughout this trip? Are you up for it? You can ask for help to your family and teachers.

If we try to understand the world in a better way we can make it a much better place. It is your home and we are all responsible to take care of it.

Are you ready to start?
Let's go learn more about the world!

Let's go!
Hello iceberg,

what do you hide beneath you?

In order to know more we need to deepen our knowledge.
Hello reef from Belize,

why do you grow in a tropical climate?

The coral reef has so much life
Hello fish,

how do you breath?

Some fish live together and others by themselves
Hello coral from Indonesia,

why don’t you live deep in the ocean?

The reef and its friends are beautiful!
Hello pyramids from Egypt,

how were you built if the wheel wasn’t invented yet?

Ancient man also did great things